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Are You  
Ready for EMV?

Is It Ready For You?
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The PEI Journal last wrote at length 

on EMV (Europay MasterCard 

Visa) in our Third Quarter 2012 

issue. Almost two years ago. 

What has happened since then? Quite a bit, actually. And 

yet the future for this new credit 

card security technology is still 

surprisingly unsettled. Is EMV likely 

to one day account for most retail 

fuel transactions? 

That remains to be seen. 

Background
By now, most PEI members 

have at least a passing familiarity with EMV. In brief, EMV 

technology includes three separate components. First, 

instead of (or in many cases, in addition to) the familiar 

magnetic strip on the back of the credit card, a small, 

embedded microprocessor contains key identifying data. 

Second, the chip-equipped card must be used in an EMV-

enabled payment device. Third, to take full advantage of the 

technology, card issuers and processors must implement new 

processes and systems.

When all of the technological changes are in place, 

transaction security is improved in three measurable ways:  

•  Card Authentication. Upon each use, the card is 

authenticated through a dynamic encrypted process that 

confirms the card’s validity. 

•  Cardholder Verification. Identifying credentials encoded 

into the card also allow the accepting device to confirm 

that the person executing the transaction is the person 

authorized to use the card. 

•  Transaction Authorization. Unlike magnetic-strip cards, 

each EMV transaction receives a unique, encrypted code. 

As a result, data from one transaction cannot be copied and 

used again.

Recent Developments
There’s no question that the movement toward EMV has 

made some progress in the last couple of years. Back in the 

summer of 2012, Visa had issued only about 1 million EMV-

enabled credit cards in the United States. As of September 

2013, that number had grown to 6.6 million. Other credit 

card issuers report similar increases, with most estimates put-

ting the total number of  EMV-enabled cards in the United 

States at somewhere between 12 

and 16 million. Not an insignificant 

number, but still a tiny fraction of 

the approximately 1.3 billion U.S. 

credit and bank cards in use. 

In our industry, the EMV time-

line set out a few years ago continues 

to move along. Two remaining 

critical dates provide a strong incentive for fuel marketers to 

convert their payment technology:

•  October 1, 2015: Merchants that decline to use 

EMV-compatible POS (point-of-sale) technology for in-

store transactions by this date will  be liable for any in-store 

fraudulent transactions. 

•  October 1, 2017: Fuel marketers that have not replaced 

or retrofitted their dispensers with EMV-ready equipment 

will assume liability for fraudulent transactions in the 

forecourt. 

Unlike the PCI payment system upgrade of a few years 

back, conversion to EMV is a choice, not a mandate. Your 

customers will get to decide whether they want to “go there.” 

In most cases, the choice will not be easy. In the summer of 

2012, we framed the issue this way:

For petroleum marketers, the move to EMV is, in 

some sense, the classic chicken-and-egg scenario. Why 

would a retailer invest in costly hardware/software 

when EMV card usage is clearly not yet there? Going 

forward, is an investment in new or upgraded equip-

ment really likely to pay off, especially on pay-at-the-

pump transactions? Or would opting for a possible 
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risk of loss make more sense than accepting the known 

costs associated with the new technology?

It’s still a valid question—and one that may have even 

more complexities now. To make an informed decision, fuel 

marketers and the distributors and service companies that 

advise them have to consider at least 

five more questions:

1.  How Many Chip-
Equipped Cards 
Will Be in Use?
The wisdom of a major invest-

ment in EMV technology is, in part, 

a function of how many customers 

will use the new generation of cards. And that, in turn, is a 

function of how many cards will be issued in the coming 

years.

Let’s look at the dollars and cents. The typical credit 

card issuer will spend about $1.30 to produce or buy each 

chip-enabled card.  That compares to just 10¢ for a traditional 

magnetic-strip card. 

Traditionally, card issuers have not charged customers for 

their credit cards. That customer-friendly policy makes sense 

when the cost of the card is relatively small. But it will be 

much harder for issuers to easily absorb the costs of the much 

more expensive chip-enabled cards.

Certainly, card issuers could attempt to recoup those costs 

through a direct charge for the card, new account fees, higher 

interest rates or some other mechanism. But that would be 

a major shift that almost certainly would generate consumer 

complaints. The safer approach—and the one that issuers 

seem to have adopted so far—is to issue new EMV-enabled 

cards sparingly, mostly to customers who travel frequently 

to other nations that have well-established EMV payment 

systems. 

2.  Will the Cards Prevent Fraud?
Credit card fraud is real. In 2012, U.S. merchants and 

banks reported losses of $11.3 billion as a result of stolen 

and fraudulent card transactions. That’s a big number in one 

sense, but it’s only about 5¢ on every $100 of credit card sales, 

according to the Nilson Report, a payment-industry newsletter. 

Fuel marketers are on the front lines of this battle. Earlier 

this year, in fact, New York indicted four defendants on charges 

of skimming pay-at-the pump dispensers 

to steal customer bank data, which was 

subsequently used to obtain more than 

$2 million in cash at ATMs. 

With widespread adoption, EMV 

security features would reduce fraud to 

some extent. But quantifying the savings 

is a guessing game. Published estimates 

of the savings range anywhere from $1.1 

to $5.65 billion per year. 

Clearly, however, EMV can’t possibly eliminate all credit 

card fraud. For example, EMV would not have prevented the 

massive breach that exposed the confidential data of millions 

of Target, Neiman Marcus and other retail customers during 

the 2013 holiday season. In those cases, the point of attack 

occurred before the data were encrypted at the POS terminal, 

not after.

Anecdotally, another recent—and ironic—incident raises 

questions about the efficacy of EMV itself. In February of this 

year, David Marcus, the president of PayPal, found “a ton of 

fraudulent transactions” on his EMV-ready credit card after a 

recent trip to Europe. How the fraud occurred  has not been 

disclosed. However, researchers at the University of Cambridge 

have reported some success in hacking the “random number” 

generator that is built into EMV encryption formulas. If that 

report proves accurate, it may be that EMV technology needs 

some improvement to realize its full potential. 

The EMV-enabled cards typically issued in the United 

States present another obstacle. To put it simply, our cards are 

not like those in many other countries. 

Most countries use a “chip-and-PIN” system. The 

cardholder must enter a PIN (personal identification number) 

when conducting a transaction with an EMV card. The PIN 

“Chip-without-PIN” cards 
still offer more security 
than simple magnetic-strip 
cards, but they are less 
secure than they could be. 
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provides an additional layer of security and maximizes the 

chip’s value. However, in the United States, MasterCard and 

Visa have generally allowed card issuers to decide whether 

they will require a PIN. “Chip-without-PIN” cards offer more 

security than simple magnetic-strip cards, but they are less 

secure than they could be. 

EMV cards issued in the U.S. also typically still include a 

magnetic strip as a backup. So, if the transaction is conducted 

with the magnetic strip rather than the embedded chip, 

nothing has changed.  

3.  Does the Pain Justify the Gain?
In our industry, EMV payment devices are increasingly 

common inside the store. And dispenser manufacturers also 

are launching pay-at-the-pump EMV solutions in the United 

States. So the technology will be there for those who want to 

meet the October 1, 2017 forecourt deadline. 

But at what cost? Gray Taylor, executive director of the 

Petroleum Convenience Alliance for Technology Standards 

(PCATS), has been quoted as saying retailers in our industry 

will have to spend up to $4 billion to swap out an estimated 

800,000 POS systems.

For an individual marketer, the conversion cost inside the 

store is probably measured in hundreds of dollars. The costs 

in the forecourt will be a different story, with an investment 

of many thousands and perhaps tens of thousands of dollars 

for even a relatively small facility. And as with other payment-

system upgrades in the recent past, the new equipment won’t 
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for PEI Contractors.

Request an online demo by visiting
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Vertical Market Software provides Total Service Management 
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   Job Costing: 
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   & Service Contracts and Mobile Field Solutions
   Order Processing: 
      Managing Inventory & Barcode Scanning
   Accounting Integration: 
   Managing AR, AP, Payroll & POs

Ask About Special Pricing for PEI Members!

generate any extra revenue for the store. At best, an investment 

in EMV is more like insurance: it won’t create a new revenue 

stream, but it may reduce the possibility of loss to fraud.

4. Legal Obstacles
A significant legal matter also has to 

be settled. A federal law known as the 

Durbin Amendment (a part of the 2010 

Dodd-Frank consumer protection act) 

requires that merchants have a choice 

of at least two networks when they 

process debit transactions. 

At present, each EMV transaction 

is tied to one and only one network. A 

strict interpretation of the statutory language might suggest that 

system violates Durbin. However, a three-judge panel from the 

U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia recently 

took a more generous view and ruled that the Durbin 

Amendment will not block EMV debit card transactions.

It is possible the Court’s ruling will be appealed and 

overturned—putting EMV debit card transactions into 

something of a legal limbo. If so, 

another possible solution is on the 

horizon. Card issuers are con-

sidering incorporating a generic 

identifier into the EMV transaction 

data—so that merchants can use 

their preferred processor. Such an 

option would comply with even a 

strict interpretation of Durbin.

5. What Other Technologies Are Coming?
EMV adoption in the United States also may be 

impacted by the growing acceptance of mobile and other 

“card-not-present” technologies. EMV advocates have yet 

to fully answer how their technology will intersect with and, 

hopefully, assist these transactions. 

Similarly, some analysts caution that newer and even 

more promising payment technologies may be launched or 

even standardized in the not-too-distant future. Google, for 

example, continues its attempt to develop smartphone apps 

and related mechanisms that will protect sensitive credit card 

data outside of the traditional card-processing system, with 

Google as the gatekeeper. 

At best, it appears that fuel marketers’ adoption of EMV  

in the forecourt will follow a pattern similar to the PCI 

experience—accelerating only when the 2017 deadline 

approaches. At worst, retailers may resist adoption of EMV 

in the forecourt unless and until the market forces them in 

that direction.  Either way, a big uptick in EMV at the pump 

seems unlikely for at least the next couple of years.  

Rick Long is General Manager and Associate  

General Counsel of PEI, as well as Editor in Chief  

of the PEI Journal.

With uncertain benefits, and a 

deadline that is still three years 

away, the pace of EMV adoption 

in the forecourt is unlikely to get 

off to a fast start.




